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Thanks to the EU's Global Data Protection Regulation, our website is currently not available to visitors from most European countries. We apologize for the inconvenience and recommend you visit www.motortrend.com for the latest new cars, car reviews &amp; news, concept cars and auto show coverage, fees and much more. The bare bones English
performer gets another update. British sports car maker Lotus has updated its iconic entry-level Elise model to 2020. The light sports model is now available in two tapestries, the Sport 220 and hardcore Cup 250.Pricing for the 2020 models remains the same, at $87,990 for the Sport 220 and $107,990 for the Cup 250 (before on-road costs). The 2020 Elise
uses an extruded aluminum frame that tilts the scales to less than a tonne. Unladen, the Sport 220 comes in at 924kg while the Cup 250 is only slightly heavier at 931kg. Both versions use the same mid-mounted 1.8-litre compressor four-cylinder engine with two variable valve controls. Output so far is 162kW at 6800rpm and 250Nm at 4600rpm on sport
220. Thanks to the additional tuning of the engine, the Cup 250's power increases to 181 kW from 7200rpm and 250Nm from 3500-5500rpm, making it a wider torque band. The Sport 220 and Cup 250 deliver energy to the rear wheels with a six-speed, near-transmission manual transmission. The 0-100km/h sprint on the Sport 220 finished in 4.6 seconds on
its way to a top speed of 233km/h. The Cup 250 will be there in 4.3 seconds at top speeds of 248km/h.Thanks to engine efficiency and chassis light weight, Lotus claims the Sport 220 will have a combined fuel consumption of only 7.7L/100km in the Cup 250 not far behind 7.8L/100km. Above: 2020 Lotus Elise Sport 220This difference is likely due to the
increased pull of the Cup 250 aerodynamic package, which Lotus claims can produce 148kg of downforce at the vehicle's top speed. Both versions ride 16-inch wheels at the front, bumped up to 17 inches at the back. However, the Sport 220 gets a cast alloy unit with yokohama Advan Sport tyres, while the Cup 250 gets a forged alloy with yokohama Advan
A052 high-performance tyres. Eibach Springs and Bilstein shock absorbers control travel in both versions, but the Cup 250 gets additional tuning for shock absorbers with sports driving in mind, providing additional rigidity and reaction. Above: 2020 Lotus Elise Cup 250Lotus employs a combination of hardware to stop the Elise. Twin-dugatta AP Racing
calipers are mounted at the front and single-dut Brembo calipers feature on the rear. The variants get 288mm single-piece vents and cross-drilled plates around, but an optional Sport package gets two pieces of rotors. Inside, Lotus keeps the Elise purpose-built without sacrificing creature comfort. Sport 220 sports seats are easy and leather, while the Cup
250 250 competition seats wear alcantara. Both models get air conditioning, central lock and electric windows standard. The steering wheel and sills are decorated with black leather, door cards are available in red or yellow versions. The Touring package can be an option to increase the comfort of both models, featuring leather or alcantara equipment, a
four-speaker sound system with DAB radio, added sound insulation and cruise control. The Cup 250 models are standard with a lightweight lithium-ion battery and polycarbonate rear window. Both models can be options for additional carbon fiber body panels and titanium exhaust, that weighs even further.2020 Lotus Elise pricing Elise Sport 220-$87,990
Elise Cup 250-$107,990 The Lotus Evora GT is a raw mid-engine sports car that triggers the driver's emotions with the supercharged V-6, its lightweight composition, and vibrant controls. Advertising - Continue Reading Under Starting at $2,300,000 est with nearly 2000 horses on tap, the Lotus Evija is an electrified hypercar that take power and performance
to new heights. The mid-engine Lotus costs more than other sports cars, but its exclusive nature and unadulterated ride make it a rare and impressive driver's car. In the 2019 Evora 400, the lightweight chassis with flexible, flexible suspension and mid-engine layout is nothing unusual. The Elise is a clean driving roadster not the weak of heart. Exige is a orbit-
ready rocket that shares its chassis and interior with elise. Lotus Elise Sport 220 (Petrol, 6-Gang Sport-Getriebe), 162 KW/220 PS, Kraftstoffverbrauch in l/100 km: kombiniert 7.8; CO2 emissions: combiniert 179 g/km. Lotus Exige Sport 350 (Petrol, 6-Gang Sport-Getriebe), 258 KW/350 PS, Kraftstoffverbrauch in l/100 km: kombiniert 10,2; CO2 emissions:
combiniert 230 g/km. Lotus Evora GT410 (Petrol, 6-Gang Sport-Getriebe), 305 KW/416 PS, Kraftstoffverbrauch in l/100 km: kombiniert 11,0; CO2 emissions: combiniert 248 g/km. Lotus Evija (Elektrisch), 1470 KW/2000 PS: Stromverbrauch A KWh/100km: kombiniert 17.25; CO2 emissions in g/km: kombiniert 0. Lotus Elise Sport 220 (Petrol, 6-Gang Sport-
Getriebe), 162 KW/220 PS, Kraftstoffverbrauch in l/100 km: kombiniert 7.8; CO2 emissions: combiniert 179 g/km. Lotus Exige Sport 410 (Petrol, 6-Gang Sport-Getriebe), 305 KW/416 PS, Kraftstoffverbrauch in l/100 km: kombiniert 10,3; CO2 emissions: combiniert 230 g/km. Discover the current Lotus lineup. All Lotus models for sale today Updated:
December 16, 2019 The Lotus lineup remains relatively small - especially in North America, sans the Elise and Exige since 2012 - with ongoing commissioned building of distinctively driver-centric cars. Under new ownership and guidance from Geely Auto Group, the British carmaker is taking the gap to the next level, recently unveiling the Lotus Evija; 2,000
horsepower, million USD, electric hypercar. On the Lotus news front, this is the most exciting thing in the Lotus world in decades. Here we have gathered all the information, including starting prices, performance specifications and reviews, about all lotus models available for purchase. The aforementioned Evija is currently open for orders and is set to begin
production sometime in 2020. The Evora remains the only model available in all lotus markets involved, acting as brand flagship model at least temporary. Similarly, Elise and Exige, both in the third generation of the model, remain largely unchanged. These are currently only in (most) markets outside North America, but are set to return to the Western
Hemisphere sometime in 2020, when the next generation of these cars is slated for release. Needless to say, we are very excited to see what the Lotus brand is waiting for us next year, with Evija and the new Elise and Exige set to debut, in principle. We also hope that the new foreign property and investment will galvanize the automaker without
fundamentally changing its racially bred DNA. Models: Lotus Model List/Current Models/Lotus Race Car List Related: Lotus News/Our Lotus Hub The Electric Hypercar By Lotus Lotus has been hyping the Evija, going as far as saying that Evija will be a mind-blowing supercar. That's a direct quote from Lotus CEO Phil Popham. In 2019, you can only
successfully throw away the brain with numbers and specifications that glue the jaws of (ultra-rich) fans to the floor. In many ways, this has lived up to the hype of the company's CEO. The car has two electric motors to achieve its performance, and the battery is placed in the middle of the car, where a typical internal combustion mid-engine car would have a
beating heart, which means it helps with weight distribution. Lotus inside the Evija wanted to strike the perfect balance between a track car and a road car. This means that the car has a minimal, driver-centric interior design, but much of what you would expect from a road car. View all Lotus Evija coverage lotus evija base price: $2,100,000 USD Power:
1,973 HP Powertrain: Dual engine, all-electric all-wheel drive range: 250 miles Time full charge (350 kW): 18 minutes Time for full charge (900 kW): 9 minutes 0-60 mph: &lt; 3 s 0-186 mph: &lt; 9 s Top Speed: &gt; 200 mph Current Lotus Evora models If you looked at the new 2020 Chevrolet Corvette and said: No, not the mid-engine car for me, and you
don't want a McLaren, Ferrari, Lamborghini, or any other exotic out there, you'll have to look at that aging but still beautiful Lotus Evora. In North America, you can get your hands on the most powerful street legal Lotus available – the Evora GT – for under $100,000 USD. A 400 remains a base model in North America and the Middle East. Meanwhile, the
GT410 Sport is the main offering east of the Atlantic after replacing the outgoing 410 Sport in 2018. Lotus Evora 400 The Evora 400 remains the base model for North America Base price: $96,950 USD Engine: 3.5 L Super compressor V6 Power: 416 off @ 7,000 rpm Torque: 317 lb-ft @ 0 3 500 rpm 0-60 mph: 3.8 seconds Lotus Evora GT (U.S. only) The
most powerful street legal Lotus available at Base Price: $96,950 USD Motor: 3.5L Super superuser V6 Power: 416 off @ 7000 rpm Torque: 317 lb-ft @ 3500 rpm 0-60 mph: 3.8 s Lotus Evora GT410 Sport combines Sport 410 and GT430 Sport at a base price: £85,900 Engine: 85,900 3.5L charged V6 Power: 410 le @ 7000 rpm Torque: 310 lb-ft @ 3500
rpm 0-60 mph: 4.0 s Lotus Evora GT410 is the driver's car, but is now optimized for better everyday use. Base price: £82,900 Engine: 3.5 L Super compressor V6 Power: 410 le @ 7,000 rpm Torque: 310 lb-ft @ 3,500 rpm 0-60 mph: 4.1 s Current Lotus Elise models the Lotus Elise is arguably the cleanest usable sports car on sale, and remains one of the
greatest driving experiences available at any price. The iconic driver's car has evolved into a tight, sporty form with fine proportions and a road presence much larger than its size, blending agility, strength, balance and communication into a single compact expression of pure driving pleasure. Sport 220 provides an entrance, but no less visceral, display of
lotus' experience. The Cup 250 is an expanded version of the latter that adds more energy, aerodynamics and track-oriented development. Currently, North American fans will have to wait until at least 2020 for Elise to land again when the next generation of the convertible is expected to arrive. Lotus Elise Sport 220 The entry-level Elise is still near perfect
Basic Price: £41,665 Engine: 1.8L Super compressor I4 Power: 217 off @ 6 800 rpm Torque: 184 lb-ft @ 4600 rpm 0-60 mph: 4.2 s Lotus Elise Cup 250 Perfect mix of purity designed for performance Base price: £49,555 Engine: 1.8L superuser I4 Power: 245 le @ 7,200 rpm Torque: 184 lb-ft @ 3,500 rpm 0-60 mph: 3.9 s Current Lotus Exige Models Lotus
most track-oriented cars continue to adequately represent the Exige, which remains the benchmark, that's what a light sports car should be. It achieves a high power-to-weight ratio thanks to the extremely strong, torque-rich 3.5-litre compressor V6 combination in a rigid, lightweight and sensitive chassis. Clean, unaided steering provides excellent feedback
and vibrant communication at all speeds. Offering up to three levels of equipment for Exige, each gets a remarkable boost of strength as it steps up the chain. At the top is the Cup 430 - the ultimate Exige experience - which is charge-chilled with a consistent 430 horsepower Capable of generating 171 kg of downforce. This road and track weapon to rule
them. Like Elise, Exige has not been available in North America since 2012; However, this is due to return to the continent next year with a new generation of the world's most likeable track players. Lotus Exige Sport 350 That's what a sports car should be Basic price: £62,285 Engine: 3.5L superuser V6 Power: 345 le @ 7,000 rpm Torque: 295 lb-ft @ 4,500
rpm 0-60 mph: 3.7 s Lotus Exige Sport 410 More power, Better Dynamics and Absolute Dynamite Base Price: £82,585 Engine: 3.5 L Super compressor V6 Power: 410 p.m. @ 7,000 rpm Torque: 310 lb-ft @ 3,500 rpm 0-60 mph: 3.3 s Lotus Exige Cup 430 Brilliant, super fast and not available at US  Basic Price: £99,800 Engine: 3.5L Super compressor V6
Power: 430 le @ 7,000 rpm Torque: 325 lb-ft @ 2600 rpm 0-60 mph: 3.2 s s
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